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Abstract
Overlay routing has emerged as a promising approach to improve reliability and efficiency of
the Internet. The key to overlay routing is the placement and maintenance of the overlay
infrastructure, especially, the selection and placement of key relay nodes. Spurred by the
observation that a few relay nodes with high betweenness centrality can provide more optimal
routes for a large number of node pairs, we propose a resilient routing overlay network
construction method by introducing Super-Relay nodes. In detail, we present the K-Minimum
Spanning Tree with Super-Relay nodes algorithm (SR-KMST), in which we focus on the
selection and connection of Super-Relay nodes to optimize the routing quality in a resilient
and scalable manner. For the simultaneous path failures between the default physical path and
the overlay backup path, we also address the selection of recovery path. The objective is to
select a proper one-hop recovery path with minimum cost in path probing and measurement.
Simulations based on a real ISP network and a synthetic Internet topology show that our
approach can provide high-quality overlay routing service, while achieving good robustness.
Keywords: overlay topology, Super-Relay nodes, betweenness centrality, resilient routing,
one-hop path recovery
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1. Introduction

Overlay network has recently emerged as an effective way to support new applications
without any changes in the Internet infrastructure. Examples include peer-to-peer (P2P)
[1][2][21], content delivery network (CDN) [3], application-layer multicast [4][5], routing
overlay network [6][7][8][31], and service overlay network [9], etc. In overlay networks,
routing overlays have become increasingly a promising approach to improve the reliability
and efficiency of the Internet. On the one hand, overlays should be resilient to IP-layer link
failures and congestion. On the other hand, overlays should select alternative paths with as low
delay as possible to improve the efficiency. To some extent, good network performance
depends on a reasonable topology design. The inefficient overlay topology can increase the
overhead traffic and limit the performance gain from the overlay routing technology.
An overlay network is formed by a subset of underlying physical nodes. The connections
between the overlay nodes are provided by overlay links, each of which is usually composed
of one or more physical links. Most previous work on overlay networks can be categorized
into two broad categories [10]: P2P overlays and infrastructure overlays. A P2P overlay
network is a highly dynamic environment governed by the churn of peer nodes. The peer
nodes in a P2P overlay are logically connected together without any support from the network
provider. An infrastructure overlay network is deployed and maintained by the third party,
which uses fixed nodes distributed in the Internet to facilitate overlay services. Compared with
P2P overlays, infrastructure overlays have much better connectivity, higher persistence and
availability. Moreover, infrastructure overlays are more effective in fully realizing the
potential benefits of overlay routing. Our proposed routing overlay network belongs to this
category, which is more suitable for applications requiring resilient and high-performance data
delivery, such as A/V multicast, video conference, and multi-path routing, etc.
In order to construct an infrastructure overlay, two problems need to be solved: i). what
kind of nodes is selected as overlay relay nodes. ii). How these overlay nodes are connected
into the overlay network to meet the overlay routing criteria: reliability, efficiency and
scalability. Previous work on the overlay routing just addresses one of the two problems. For
example the researches [6][7][8][11] focus on selecting good relay nodes. They assume that
the relay nodes are already deployed. Although other researches [10][12][26] study the
overlay node placement problem only for one-hop overlay routing, the selection of relay nodes
is ignored. Our proposed scheme in this paper not only considers the selection of relay nodes,
but also pays attention to the connection of overlay nodes to provide overlay paths with good
quality. Our idea comes from the observation that only a few nodes with high betweenness
centrality are repeatedly present in many overlay paths [11][13]. We call these nodes
Super-Relay nodes in this paper. Our objective is to optimize the routing overlay architecture
by selecting a small set of Super-Relay nodes and then connecting them properly.
Our approach is significantly different from the previous literatures. In our proposed
K-Minimum Spanning Tree with Super-Relay nodes algorithm (SR-KMST), the overlay
nodes are composed of Ordinary-Relay nodes and Super-Relay nodes. All overlay nodes are
connected into the K-Minimum Spanning Tree (KMST) [14], where Super-Relay nodes form
a full mesh structure. The KMST can ensure the overlay path diversity to promote robust and
tolerance. The full mesh structure of Super-Relay nodes is helpful to provide the shortest
routing paths. In addition, the full mesh structure consisting of a small number of Super-Relay
nodes, rather than all overlay nodes, is beneficial for the scalability of overlay networks. In
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fact, the technology of super relay nodes is often applied in other fields. For example, the
reference [37] proposes a new method to overcome the mobile edge computing (MEC) system
failure by introducing ad-hoc relay nodes. The authors in the reference [36] refer to some of
cloud data servers as super-peers to resolve the problem of link failure recovery in future fifth
generation (5G) mobile ad-hoc networks. Specifically, each super-peer in the reference [36] is
designed only as a proxy, by which mobile devices may access the cloud system. Each
Super-Relay node in our proposed method is not only a terminal node, but also a routing node,
which is able to calculate routing and forward packets.
In our proposed algorithm, although the recovery rate can be improved when IP-layer links
suffer from failures or performance degradation, it cannot reach 100%. We cannot ensure that
each overlay path is independent completely from the default physical path, because two paths
that are disjointed at the overlay layer may share some physical links. As a result, one physical
link failure may cause the failure of the default physical path and the overlay backup path
simultaneously. This fact motivates us to address the selection of the recovery path in
SR-KMST, through which the traffic is rerouted between the source and destination node
when the default physical path and the overlay backup path suffer from simultaneous failures.
Restoration methods can be classified as reactive or proactive [15]. In a reactive method,
backup paths are not identified before failures happen, and the search for an alternative path is
initiated when the existing path fails. In a proactive method, at least one backup path is
reserved when the primary path is established. Both reactive and proactive methods can be
link-based or path-based. The link-based approach locally reroutes traffic around the failed
component, while the path-based method reroutes traffic through a backup path between the
source and destination node. Reactive restoration is more suitable for the application-layer
overlay over IP network. In addition, reactive restoration does well in the situation when the
default physical path and the overlay backup path suffer from simultaneous failures. In this
paper, the recovery path routing is a path-based reactive method.
Real-time performance is one of the measurement indexes of reactive restoration. When
the default physical path and the overlay backup path suffer from simultaneous failures, it is
not feasible to continuously detect all possible alternatives. Because it brings about too much
overhead and typically incurs a latency that would not be compatible with the requirements of
real-time applications. Conversely, randomly selecting a relay node, while clearly lightweight,
can often result in poor choices. Based on this intuition, we introduce a simple and effective
one-hop path restoration method, which selects the relay node from the Super-Relay nodes set.
We call this method One-Hop overlay Path Recovery model (OHPR). In OHPR, the relay
node is selected from the Super-Relay nodes set whose size is much smaller than the size of the
overlay network. Moreover, owing to the merit that Super-Relay nodes can provide more
optimal routes for a large number of node pairs, OHPR achieves better routing performance.
In this paper, we carry out the simulations and compare SR-KMST and OHPR with some
classical overlay algorithms. The simulation results show that our proposed algorithm
outperforms other existing approaches.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we introduce the related work.
Our proposed SR-KMST algorithm and OHPR approach are described in Section III. In
Section IV, we present the simulation results and analyze the performance of different overlay
topology construction methods. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section V.
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2. Related Work
There has been considerable research on routing overlay network to optimize and enable
applications over the Internet. Resilient Overlay Network (RON) [6] uses the overlay routing
to quickly detect and recover path outages and performance degradation. Due to its full mesh
architecture (FM), RON requires that each node actively monitor all the other nodes and

( ) , where

broadcast a full copy of its link state table. Its computational complexity is O Vo

2

Vo is the number of overlay nodes. So, FM has the poor scalability. KMST [14] focuses on a

distributed algorithm to compute the K minimum spanning trees for minimizing the state
maintenance and overlay link performance measurement overhead, which has minimal
overlaps between overlay links. Mesh-Tree topology (MT) [16] is proposed to enhance the
resilience of the overlay multicast, which is formed by joining grandchild-grandparent or
uncle-nephew relationship links into the Minimum Spanning Tree (MST) overlay topology.
Adjacent Connection topology (AC) [7][17] uses the knowledge of IP-layer topology for the
overlay network construction based on the following method: if no overlay node is directly
mapped to the nodes on the IP-layer path between any pair of overlay nodes, there will be an
overlay link connecting these two overlay nodes.
Some heuristic approaches have been proposed to construct the overlay topology. In [18],
the authors propose two heuristic methods to construct overlay topologies:
Topology-aware K Minimum joint-Spanning Trees (TKMST) and Topology-aware K
Random Connection (KRC). TKMST and KRC take the degree constraint to each overlay
node. It is well known that the problem of the degree-constrained minimum spanning tree is a
NP-hard problem. These two heuristic algorithms have computational complexities of

( ) , where V

O Vu

3

u

refers to the number of the physical network nodes. In [19], the authors

address three traffic demand-aware heuristic overlay topology construction algorithms by
considering the node degree constraint. But they assume that the traffic demand passing
through overlay nodes is invariant, which is usually impractical.
In addition, Service Overlay Network (SON) topology construction problem is considered
in [9] and [32]. The authors take SON as an optimization problem, whose objective is to
minimize the economic cost while meeting the bandwidth and delay constraints. In [33] and
[34], the authors construct Service Overlay Network to support service composition, which
facilitates the flexible creation of services and the resource provision for QoS. In our earlier
work [20], we proposed an open multi-plane framework for Next Generation Service Overlay
Network (NGSON), in which different functional overlays can systematically be coordinated
with each other. The problem of dynamic overlay network reconfiguration is addressed in [22],
its aims is to find the optimal reconfiguration policies that can meet the time-varying
communication requirements while minimizing the total overlay network cost.
From the perspective of the constructing process, our SR-KMST is similar to KMST. But
we consider the effect of Super-Relay nodes on the performance of overlay routing paths.
SR-KMST outperforms KMST in terms of the routing performance and the routing overhead.
On the other hand, considerable researches have been proposed to address the issue of
backup path selection in the overlay networks. In [23], the authors develop an overlay backup
path model based on a correlated link failure probability. They assume that the joint overlay
link failure probabilities are known. However, obtaining these probabilities consume
significant resources. The authors in [15] introduce a heuristic approach based the
earliest-divergence rule in AS-level topology to select a backup path, but it is difficult to
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obtain the accurate AS-level topology information [24]. The proposal in [25] employs the Grid
Quorum System to reduce the end-to-end measurement cost for the one-hop backup path
selection, which is restricted to a full-mesh overlay network. The existing literatures (e.g.
[23-25]) are mostly proactive methods.
Our work in this paper is an extension of our earlier work [35] appeared in IEEE
Symposium on Computers and Communication (ISCC2014), where we increase a recovery
path selection algorithm called OHPR and the corresponding simulation results and concrete
analysis.
OHPR employs one-hop source routing to reactively recover from path failures, which is
similar to scalable one-hop source routing (SOSR) [26]. SOSR first proposes a one-hop source
routing approach to mitigate Internet path failures. SOSR randomly picks up K candidate
relay nodes and then chooses the best one to form the one-hop overlay path. Clearly, when
K is large, such a system performs well, but it may bring about the heavy-weight measurement
cost. When K is small, on the other hand, random selection may potentially rule out the good
relay nodes. In comparison with SOSR, OHPR selects the intermediary relay node from a
small set of Super-Relay nodes.

3. K-Minimum Spanning Tree overlay routing topology with super-relay
nodes
3.1 Problem Formulation
Assume that a graph Gu (Vu , Eu ) describes an IP-layer network topology, where Vu and Eu are
the set of nodes and the set of links in the physical network respectively. And Vo ⊂ Vu is the set
of nodes in the overlay network. N and M are the IP-layer topology size and the overlay
network size respectively. Pijmn is an IP-layer link indicator, where Pijmn = 1 if the IP-layer path
xy
between m and n includes the IP-layer link ij ; otherwise Pijmn = 0 . Qmn
is an overlay link
xy
indicator, where Qmn
= 1 if there exists an overlay path from x to y passing through the
xy
overlay link mn , Qmn = 0 otherwise. Let Dij be the delay of the link ij in a physical network,
the overlay topology construction problem can be formalized as follows:
Find an overlay topology Go (Vo , Eo ) (where Eo is the set of overlay links) that minimizes
the cost function:

∑∑Q ∑D P
xy
mn

xy mn

subject to:

∀x, y

mn
ij ij

(1)

ij

Pijmn Pijrs= 0,

m ≠ r, n ≠ s

(2)

The objective function in Eq. (1) minimizes the network delay. Constraint (2) states that for
each overlay path ( x, y ) , there is no repeated link ( i, j) on the corresponding physical path.
3.2 Foundation of Selecting Super-Relay Nodes
From the problem formulation above, the objective of the overlay construction problem is to
minimize the end-to-end delays of routing paths between all source and destination pairs.
References [11][13] indicate that only a few nodes with high betweenness centrality can be
repeatedly present in many overlay paths. In other words, a small number of relay nodes can
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provide optimal routes to a large portion of end-to-end pairs. We call these nodes Super-Relay
nodes.
Betweenness centrality [27] of a node v is the sum of the fraction of all-pairs shortest paths
that pass through v :
BC ( v ) =

σ st ( v )
σ st
s , t∈V

∑

(3)

where V is the set of nodes, σ st denotes the number of shortest paths from s to t , and for any
v ∈ V , σ st ( v ) is the number of shortest paths from s to t that go through v .
As a result, selecting and connecting the Super-Relay nodes properly can improve the
performance of overlay networks. Fig. 1 plots the betweenness centralities of all nodes in
CN070 [28] (depicted in detail in Section IV), where in x-axis node IDs are sorted by their
betweenness centralities in a decreasing order. From this figure, we can obtain that only a few
nodes have extremely high betweenness centralities. Here the circle line and the star line refer
to the betweenness centralities of nodes in the unweighted topology and the corresponding
weighted topology of CN070 respectively. In the weighted network, the link bandwidth
(available bandwidth) is assigned according to a uniform distribution in the range [40, 240]
Mb/s, and the weight of a edge is set as the reciprocal of its bandwidth. Assigning different
weights to links can generate different network topologies. In Fig. 1, the betweenness
centrality of each node in the weighted topology of CN070 is the average value after assigning
the link weight 2000 times. From this figure, we can observe that the betweenness centralities
of the nodes in the unweighted network and the corresponding weighted network have almost
the same distribution. This implies that the good relay nodes can be selected from the
unweighted network. Moreover, because the link weight in the weighted network changes
dynamically (namely the available bandwidth of the link changes dynamically), it is simple
and convenient to compute the beweenness centralities of nodes in the unweighted network. In
our proposed SR-KMST, the Super-Relay nodes are selected from the unweighted network
according to their betweenness centralities.

Fig. 1. Betweenness centralities of nodes

3.3 SR-KMST Algorithm
Based on the analysis above, we use the K-Minimum Spanning Tree with Super-Relay nodes
algorithm (SR-KMST) to construct an overlay network, which is composed of Super-Relay
nodes and Ordinary-Relay nodes. Super-Relay nodes refer to a certain number of relay nodes
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whose betweenness centralities are high. Super-Relay nodes are selected from the unweighted
physical network directly according to their betweenness centralities. Ordinary-Relay nodes
are selected based solely on the requirements of end-systems or users (e.g. the geographical
positions of nodes). Therefore, Super-Relay nodes are extracted from the physical network,
while Ordinary-Relay nodes are mapped to some physical nodes based on the requirements of
end-systems or users. Super-Relay nodes play a crucial role in improving the routing
performance of the overlay networks. In Fig. 2, A, B, E, F, G and I are the Ordinary-Relay
nodes, while C, D and H are the Super-Relay nodes. The number of Super-Relay nodes to be
selected depends on the size of the physical network. The simulation results (in Section IV)
show that selecting about 5%-10% of the total nodes as Super-Relay ones can achieve good
performance.
In the process of constructing an overlay network by SR-KMST, all overlay nodes are
connected into K-minimum spanning trees. If the full-mesh connection is not formed among
all Super-Relay nodes, we connect them into the full-mesh structure. In the K-minimum
spanning trees, K can be set to different values based on different cost-performance tradeoffs
and node degree constraints (how to set the value of K will be studied in our future work). The
weight of an overlay link is defined as the number of hops of the IP-layer path that the overlay
link passes through.

Fig. 2. 2-MST overlay topology with Super-Relay nodes

As is well-known, a minimum spanning tree is the lowest cost tree among all candidate
trees that connect all nodes. We construct K trees (K-trees) to ensure the existence of K
disjoin overlay paths between any two overlay nodes, to promote fault- and
performance-tolerance, and to enable path diversity. SR-KMST has the advantage of the
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minimum spanning tree and the K-trees. In addition, Super-Relay nodes play a crucial role in
minimizing the routing paths and reducing the overlay link measurement overhead due to their
full-mesh structure.
Fig. 2 shows 2-minimum spanning tree (2-MST) overlay topology with Super-Relay nodes,
in which the solid lines and dashed lines in the overlay network belong to two least disjoint
minimum spanning trees, and the nodes C, D and H are the Super-Relay nodes, which together
compose the overlay topology. Because the full-mesh structure is not formed among the nodes
C, D and H in the 2-MST topology, we add an edge between C and H. The detailed description
of SR-KMST algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 1 SR-KMST algorithm
Let Gu' (Vu , Eu' ) represent an unweighted network corresponding to the weighted network
Gu (Vu , Eu ) . VOR is the Ordinary-Relay nodes set. VSR is the Super-Relay nodes set. N r = VSR is the

number of selected Super-Relay nodes. MST (G ) refers to the edges of the minimum weighted spanning
tree of graph G . If graph G is not connected, MST (G ) would correspond to a forest of disconnected
components.
Input: Gu' (Vu , Eu' ) and VOR .
Output: overlay topology Go .

1: compute the betweenness centralities BCs of all the nodes in Gu' (Vu , Eu' ) .
2: select N r nodes as Super-Relay nodes according to the descending order of BCs , and obtain VSR .
3: connect N o = VOR  VSR overlay nodes into a temporary full-mesh topology GTO .
4: initialize each overlay link’s weight in GTO as the number of hops of the corresponding IP path.
5: compute K-minimum spanning tree Fk in GTO by using the following method:
G0 = GTO ;
F0 = null ;
for j = 1… k do
T j = MST ( G j −1 ) ;

Fj = Fj −1  T j ;
G j = G j −1 \ T j ;
end for
6: connect N r Super-Relay nodes into a temporary full-mesh topology Grelay , in which the weight of
each link is the number of hops of the corresponding IP path.
7: Go = Fk  Grelay

Table 1 shows the computational complexity and the node degree analysis of SR-KMST.
N refers to the number of nodes in the physical network. M is the number of nodes in the
overlay network. N o is the number of nodes in the overlay network constructed by SR-KMST,

where the number of Super-Relay nodes is N r . Lp denotes the average number of hops in the
IP-layer paths. Node degree determines the number of neighbors that each node needs to
maintain in the overlay topology.
From Table I, we can observe that the complexity of SR-KMST is a little greater than that of
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KMST ( N 0 ≥ M ). Though there exists full-mesh connections among all Super-Relay nodes in
SR-KMST, the node degree of SR-KMST is much less than that of FM (M>> N r and
M-1>> K ). We believe that the increased complexity will be marginal if the service
performance is increased.
Table 1. Computational complexity comparison among FM, KMST, MT, AC, SR-KMST
Complexity
O(M

FM

2

)

Degree
M-1

KMST

O(K *M 2 )

K

MT

O(M 3 )

(>2) & (<M-1)

AC

O ( N 3 + Lp * M 2 )

SR-KMST

O ( K * No2 )

<M-1
Ordinary-Relay nodes: K
Super-Relay nodes: N r -1

3.4 One-Hop overlay Path Recovery model with Super-Relay nodes (OHPR)
OHPR is a reactive restoration method based on the one-hop source routing, which is the
supplement of SR-KMST algorithm. When the IP-layer path fails or its performance degrades,
the source uses the overlay network constructed by SR-KMST to find an overlay backup path
connecting to the destination. If the overlay backup path also fails, OHPR algorithm will be
used to recover from the failures occurred between the source and destination.

Fig. 3. One-hop overlay recovery path

As shown in Fig. 3, the overlay backup path OA-OC-OD-OB shares the physical link LCD
with the default physical path A-C-D-E-B. When the failure of LCD causes the simultaneous
failure of the overlay backup path OA-OC-OD-OB and the physical path A-C-D-E-B, the source
A (or B) selects an intermediary node Oi (i = 1, 2,3) and attempts to reroute its packets to the
destination B (or A) through this intermediary node.
The key to the OHPR algorithm is to find out an optimal intermediary node Rop through
which the traffic is rerouted with the minimum end-to-end delay. Let VSR be the Super-Relay
nodes set, and M SR be the Super-Relay nodes included in the failed overlay backup path. The
subset T=
VSR − M SR is obtained by removing M SR from VSR . OHPR selects Rop from TSR as
SR
follows: when the default physical path and the overlay backup path suffer from simultaneous
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failures, the failed overlay links are labeled as unreachable (e.g. LO O = ∞ ) firstly. For each
C

D

Super-Relay node Oi ∈ TSR (i = 1, 2,3) , the source node S probes the destination D by using
one-hop source routing S → Oi → D . If the one-hop source route S → Oi → D has the
minimum end-to-end delay, Oi is selected as Rop . The detailed description of the intermediary
node selection algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 2 Intermediary node selection algorithm
Let DSOi and DOi D refer to the end-to-end delay of the shortest path S → Oi and Oi → D
respectively.
Input: Overlay topology Go (Vo , Eo ) and Super-Relay nodes set VSR .
Output: Optimal intermediary node Rop .
1: Set the weight of each failed overlay link to infinite.
2: M SR ← ∅ , Dmin ← ∞
3: For each Super-Relay node TempSR included in the failed overlay path

M SR = M SR  TempSR
End for
4: T=
VSR − M SR
SR
5: For each Super-Relay node Oi ∈ TSR (i = 1, 2,3)
Compute DSOi and DOi D using Dijkstra algorithm.
D
=
DSOi + DOi D
Oi

If Dmin > DOi
Dmin = DOi

Rop = Oi

End if
End for

From Algorithm 2 above, we can obtain that the computational complexity of OHPR is
O ( VSR ) , which is a little greater than that of SOSR ( O ( K ) ). Where VSR is the number of
Super-Relay nodes, and K is the number of K candidate relay nodes selected in SOSR
algorithm. In general, K is set to 4 in SOSR.

4. Performance evaluation
4.1 Simulation settings
To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm, we carry out the simulations on top of
two IP-layer topologies: a real AS-level topology CN070 [28] with 135 nodes and 338 links,
and a random topology GT180 generated by GT-ITM [29] with 180 nodes and 502 links.
CN070 records the interconnection situation of most routers in China in 2006. GT180 is based
on the following Waxman probability [30]:
P ( u, v ) = α e− d (u ,v ) / β L

(4)

where P(u, v) is the probability that a link between node u and v is created, d (u, v) is the
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Euclidean distance between u and v , L is the maximum distance between two nodes, and α
and β are parameters in the range (0, 1]. Larger values of β result in graphs with higher edge
densities, while small values of α increase the density of short edges relative to longer ones.
In the simulation, we take α= β= 0.03 and L = 2a , where a is a constant and set as a = 180 .
The link bandwidth in CN070 and GT180 is assigned according to a uniform distribution in
the range [40, 240] Mb/s. It is worth highlighting that this value represents the available
bandwidth of the IP-layer link. In the simulation, the weight of an edge in Gu (Vu , Eu ) is set as
the reciprocal of its bandwidth.
Suppose that the IP-layer always takes the shortest path protocol based on the link-state
information as its routing protocol. For the overlay topology constructed by the algorithms
except SR-KMST, each overlay node is mapped to one of the physical nodes randomly. The
overlay topology constructed by SR-KMST algorithm is composed of Super-Relay nodes and
Ordinary-Relay nodes. The mapping mechanism of Ordinary-Relay nodes is random, and that
of Super-Relay nodes is deterministic, because Super-Relay nodes are selected from the
physical network based on their betweenness centralities. We also assume that the delay of an
overlay link is proportional to its link length, that is, the weight of an edge in Go (Vo , Eo ) is the
number of hops of the corresponding IP-layer path.
4.2 Performance Metrics
To compare the performance of different overlay topology construction algorithms, we focus
on the following performance metrics [18] during the simulation.
a) Failure Recovery Ratio (FRR)
The failure recovery ratio is an important metric to evaluate the overlay network’s service
performance, which is defined as follows:
FRR =

Number of recovered failure paths via overlay
Number of failed IP − layer paths

(5)

b) Recovery Path Hop Penalty (RPHP)
We assume that the IP-layer always takes the shortest path protocol to connect the source
and destination pairs. This means that the recovered overlay path may have higher number of
hops comparing with the default IP-layer path. To some extent, longer IP-layer path means
longer latency. In practice, data packets transmission between inter-AS (Autonomous System)
may not be along the shortest path [11], this is because each AS is an independent business
entity and the BGP routing policy reflects the inter-AS commercial relationships. In this case,
the recovered overlay path may be shorter than the default IP-layer path. We use the following
recovery path hop penalty to quantify the overlay path’s physical distance compared with the
original IP-layer path:
RPHP =

Number of hops in recovered path via overlay
Number of hops inthe corresponding failed IP − layer paths

(6)

c) Average Node Degree (AND)
Average Node Degree reflects the information about the topology overhead caused by the
path measurement and route calculation among nodes. The greater the overlay node degree is,
the higher the cost of topology maintenance and route calculation is. Let di be the number of
neighbors of the i th overlay node, and M be the number of overlay nodes, Average Node
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Degree can be defined as follows:
AND =

∑

M

d

i =1 i

M

(7)

4.3 Simulation analysis
To evaluate the performance of our SR-KMST algorithm, we compare it with some classical
overlay topology construction algorithms: Full Mesh (FM), K-Minimum Spanning Tree
(KMST), Adjacent Connection (AC) and Mesh Tree (MT). For SR-KMST and KMST, we set
K=2. During the simulation, we vary the following parameters: IP-layer link failure ratio,
overlay network size, and the number of Super-Relay nodes. For each simulation scenario, we
run the simulation 2000 times and obtain the average value for each performance metric.
a) The comparison of the overlay path length
We randomly select 80 and 120 overlay nodes from CN070 and GT180 respectively, and
use different topology construction algorithms to construct the overlay topology. For
SR-KMST, 10 and 20 Super-Relay nodes are selected in CN070 and GT180 respectively
according to their betweenness centralities in a descending order. Fig. 4 shows the Probability
Density Function (PDF) of the path length between all nodes in different overlay topologies,
which refers to the relative probability that the path length takes a given value in this paper.
The overlay path length refers to the number of link hops of the corresponding IP path. Fig.
4(A) shows the result of CN070. From Fig. 4(A), we can observe that the maximum overlay
path length is 6 in AC and SR-KMST, which is less than that in KMST and MT. In addition,
nearly half of the overlay paths have the length of 3 in FM and SR-KMST. The result of
GT180 is similar to that of CN070. This indicates that SR-KMST can provide better
performance than other topology construction algorithms. MT performs the worst, while the
performance of KMST is worse than that of AC.

Fig. 4. Probability distribution of the overlay path length

b) The effect of IP-layer link failure ratio
The simulation setting is similar to a). The overlay network is composed of 80 and 120
nodes in CN070 and GT180 respectively, 10 and 20 Super-Relay nodes are selected for
SR-KMST. An IP-layer link failure means all IP-layer routing paths passing through this link
fail. The IP-layer link failure ratio is the number of concurrent failed links divided by the total
number of links in the physical topology, which is selected between 0.01 and 0.1. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6.
From Fig. 5 and Fig. 6, for all methods, we can see the following trend: with the increase of
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the IP-layer link failure ratio, the failure recovery ratio decreases while the recovery path hop
penalty increases by a small margin. More importantly, the failure recovery ratio of SR-KMST
is significantly greater than that of others. Furthermore, SR-KMST and FM have the same
performance in terms of the recovery path hop penalty, which are better than AC, KMST and
MT. This suggests that:
 Some overlay links in FM can be pruned without scarifying the performance, in other
words, a small number of Super-Relay nodes play a key role in improving the overlay
network performance.
 SR-KMST decreases the number of shared links between the default IP-layer path and
the overlay backup path, and thus improves the failure recovery ratio.
 SR-KMST is better than KMST in term of failure recovery ratio and recovery path hop
penalty. This is because the full-mesh structure of Super-Relay nodes can not only
decrease the number of shared links between the default IP-layer path and the overlay
backup path, but also reduce the overlay path length.

Fig. 5. IP link failure ratio vs. failure recovery ratio

Fig. 6. IP link failure ratio vs. recovery path hop penalty

However, from Fig. 5(B), we can see that the difference of the failure recovery ratio about
GT180 between SR-KMST and the existing algorithms is about 0.01~0.02, which is less than
that of CN070 in Fig. 5(A). This result is due to the topology structure of GT180 generated by
Waxman random model. The nodes in GT180 are uniformly distributed in the plane and the
node degree is relatively uniform. Therefore, each node in GT180 is selected as a relay node
with equal probability, which leads to little difference of failure recovery ratio between
SR-KMST and the existing algorithms including FM, KMST, AC and MT.
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In addition, In Fig. 5, especially for FM, AC, MT and KMST, the failure recovery ratio
fluctuates in a narrow range, such as 0.8-0.85 in Fig. 5(A) and 0.975-0.985 in Fig. 5(B). These
results are also due to the corresponding topology construction algorithms. Because FM, AC,
MT and KMST are flat topologies, during the 2000 times simulations, each overlay node is in
the recovery path with equal probability. Because of their different degrees, the resilience of
each overlay node is different, which leads to the fluctuation of failure recovery ratio curve.
Compared with FM, AC, MT and KMST, SR-KMST belongs to the hierarchical overlay
topology, in which the Super Relay Nodes are in the recovery paths with high probability
when IP-layer links suffer from failures or performance degradation. The large degrees of the
Super Relay Nodes enable SR-KMST to achieve a high failure recovery ratio with relatively
smooth curves.
c) The effect of overlay network size
Now, we discuss the overlay network size’s effect on the overlay topology performance.
We fix the IP-layer link failure ratio to 0.03 and vary the size of overlay networks. For
SR-KMST, 10 and 20 Super-Relay nodes are selected to construct the overlay topology in
CN070 and GT180 respectively. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 7, Fig. 8, Fig. 9 and
Fig. 10.

Fig. 7. Overlay network size vs. failure recovery ratio

Fig. 8. Overlay network size vs. recovery path hop penalty

From Fig. 7, we observe that the performance of SR-KMST is much superior to the others.
In addition, with the increase of the overlay network size, the recovery ratio of SR-KMST
almost remains stable while that of other methods increases. This further indicates the
important effect of Super-Relay nodes on the performance of the overlay network.
Fig. 8 shows the recovery path hop penalty with different overlay network sizes. From the
figure, we can see that the performance of all methods maintains steady except MT, in which
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the recovery path hop penalty fluctuates irregularly with the increase of the number of overlay
nodes. This is because the links in MT are set up between uncle-nephew or
grandfather-grandson nodes, without considering the proximity of nodes in the underlying
physical topology. This means that some recovery paths in MT may have higher number of
hops than others, which leads to the fluctuation of Recovery Path Hop Penalty. This situation
is also shown in Fig. 9. As a result, SR-KMST and FM have the least overlay recovery path
hop penalty, which is around 1.2 in CN070 and 1.4 in GT180 respectively.
Failure Recovery Time is a key metric for resilient overlay networks. Lower failure
recovery time represents lower end-to-end delay spent on the overlay recovery path. The
simulation results are shown in Fig. 9. Note that the failure recovery time in Fig. 9 refers to the
computation time of different algorithms and is measured in number of seconds. It is
noteworthy that the failure recovery time of SR-KMST is close to that of FM, while far less
than that of KMST and AC. Meanwhile, the failure recovery time slightly increases with the
increase of the number of overlay nodes. Combined with the information in Fig. 7 and Fig. 8,
we can obtain that SR-KMST can achieve greater failure recovery rate with lower delay.

Fig. 9. Overlay network size vs. Failure recovery time

Fig. 10. Overlay network size vs. average node degree

Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the average node degree and the overlay network
size. The greater the overlay node degree is, the higher the cost of topology maintenance and
route calculation will be. From Fig. 10(A) and Fig. 10(B), we can observe that KMST has the
least average node degree, and the average node degree of SR-KMST is slightly higher than
that of KMST in CN070 and GT180. This suggests that though the Super-Relay nodes are
interconnected in a full mesh manner in SR-KMST, they are only a minority of nodes and have
less influence on the average node degree. In addition, Fig. 10(C) shows that the average node
degree of SR-KMST decreases as the overlay network size increases in CN070 and GT180,
which means that SR-KMST does not increase the overlay overhead especially in the large
scale overlay application.
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d) The effect of Super-Relay node number
In this section, we study the effect of the number of Super-Relay nodes in SR-KMST on the
performance, including FRR, RPHP and AND. There are 80 and 120 Ordinary-Relay nodes in
CN070 and GT180 respectively, we fix the IP-layer link failure ratio to 0.03 and vary the
number of Super-Relay nodes from 5 to 50. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 11. From
the figure, we can obtain that the failure recovery ratio and the average node degree increase,
and the recovery path hop penalty decreases, when the number of Super-Relay nodes increases.
From Fig. 11(A), we can see that the number of Super-Relay nodes “10” in CN070 is an
inflection point, where the average increase amplitude of the failure recovery ratio is 6% from
5 to 10 Super-Relay nodes while 0.02% from 10 to 50 Super-Relay nodes. By the same token,
“20” is the inflection point in GT180. Using the inflection point, we can determine the suitable
number of Super-Relay nodes to be selected. From these results, we can conclude that the
Super-Relay nodes can improve the overlay routing performance, as long as we select a
suitable number of Super-Relay nodes from the physical networks and connect them properly.

Fig. 11. Num. of Super-Relay nodes vs. FRR, RPHP and AND

e) The performance of One-Hop Path Recovery algorithm
In this section, we evaluate the performance of One-Hop Path Recovery algorithm (OHPR).
In the simulation, we use SR-2MST (K=2) to construct the overlay topologies in CN070 and
GT180 with 10 and 20 Super-Relay nodes respectively. We fix the IP-layer link failure ratio to
0.03 and vary the size of overlay network to analyze the performance of OHPR by comparing
with SOSR [26]. For SOSR, we randomly pick up 4 overlay nodes and choose the best one to
form a one-hop overlay path. Because both OHPR and SOSR are one-hop source routing
approaches and can always find an intermediary node to detour the failed link, we use two
metrics Recovery Path Hop Penalty (RPHP) and Failure Recovery Time to evaluate the
performance of OHPR. The simulation results are shown in Fig. 12 and Fig. 13. Note that the
failure recovery time in Fig. 13 refers to the computation time of different algorithms and is
measured in number of seconds. From the figures, we observe that the performance of OHPR
is far superior to that of SOSR regardless of the overlay network size.

Fig. 12. Overlay network size vs. Recovery Path Hop Penalty about OHPR
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Fig. 13. Overlay network size vs. Recovery Time about OHPR

5. Conclusion
In this paper, a resilient and scalable routing overlay architecture is addressed by taking into
account the effect of Super-Relay nodes. Moreover, we develop a method OHPR in
SR-KMST to select a proper one-hop recovery path when the default physical path and
overlay backup path suffer from simultaneous failures. The simulation results show that
adding a few Super-Relay nodes into the overlay network and connecting them properly can
improve the routing performance of the overlay network. In addition, selecting an
intermediary node from Super-Relay nodes for the one-hop recovery path can enhance the
reliability of the overlay network. The simulation results show that SR-KMST outperforms
other existing approaches. For the future work, we will focus on the analytical study of
Super-Relay nodes to assure a bound of Super-Relay nodes.
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